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Deep know-how and
experience

End-to-end in-house
production capabilities

Customer-centric
approach

About Condor Pacific

Single-Axis Gyros & Two-Axes Seeker Gyros
Condor Pacific’s advanced, field-proven gyros provide the best priceperformance ratio in the industry. With thousands of field-operation
units worldwide, the high-end solutions are offered as either
mechanical or MEMS systems. Equipped with a customizable digital/
analog interface, our gyros meet the most stringent military standards
when it comes to vibration and shock resistance performance.
Available with partial-to-full temperature calibration, the solutions
feature full acoustic isolation and can be customized to meet specific
dynamic range and bandwidth requirements. Available at all quantity
levels, Condor Pacific’s gyros come with plug-and-play software to
facilitate system evaluation.

Condor Pacific is a leading global provider of advanced
gyroscopes and inertial systems for the defense sector.
Our seasoned team of management, R&D, production
and quality assurance experts leverage end-to-end
in-house production capabilities, including full-scale
environment and QA testing. With tens of thousands of
field-operation units worldwide, Condor Pacific offers
comprehensive, tailored and cutting-edge solutions,
along with low-cost, minimal-risk and high-performance
legacy replacements. Since our founding in 1983, Condor

IMUs

Pacific has been committed to satisfying the most

Equipped with a customizable digital/analog interface, the IMUs
maintain a small footprint and meet the most stringent standards
when it comes to vibration and shock resistance performance. By
fusing together diverse MEMS or mechanical sensors, we tailor
our IMUs according to the needs of each customer application.
With thousands of field-operational units worldwide, the fully
calibrated and tested solution features full acoustic isolation and
can be customized to meet specific dynamic range and bandwidth
requirements. Available at all quantity levels, Condor Pacific’s IMUs
come with plug-and-play software to facilitate system evaluation.

stringent demands of our customers, while meeting the
highest industry standards.

Experienced and
knowledgeable
provider of gyroscopes
and inertial systems
Seasoned team of experts
serving defense industry
customers
Strong R&D capabilities in
diverse gyroscope and inertial
system technologies
Array of high-quality reliable
products meeting stringent
customer demands

End-to-end in-house
production capabilities
for comprehensive,
tailored solutions
Complete production-chain
coverage – from development to
full qualification
Full-scale environment testing
and QA meeting highest industry
standards
Mass-produced customized
solutions for satisfying customer’s
quantity demands

Customer-centric
approach in development
of new and redesigned
tailor-made solutions
Complete customer
accompaniment through full
qualification phases and over time
Military and defense focus
featuring extensive network,
understanding and experience
Low-cost, high performance
and low risk legacy product
replacements

Flight Control
Condor Pacific’s flight control solutions offer the highest level of
reliability and are anchored by a complete set of gyros that provide
quadruple redundancy. Qualified for fighter aircraft and missiles,
our flight control solutions include optional self-testing of all sensors
before takeoff to ensure the highest level of safety. Available at
all quantity levels, Condor Pacific’s flight control solutions can
be customized to meet specific dynamic range and bandwidth
requirements.
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